Introduction
Companies distribute information to relevant stakeholders by various means. Recent research has acknowledged the value not only of quantitative data disclosures but also of qualitative information, predominantly in the form of the textual sentiment of business communication. Sentiment is typically examined via content analyses which have been applied on several types of business communication such as annual reports (Feldman et al., 2008; Jegadeesh & Wu, 2013; Loughran & McDonald, 2011 , 2015 , earnings press releases ( Davis & Tama-Sweet, 2012; Henry, 2008; Henry & Leone, 2016; Huang et al., 2014) , IPO prospectuses (Demers & Vega, 2008; Ferris et al., 2013; Jegadeesh & Wu, 2013) , CEO letters (Boudt & Thewissen, 2016) , and earnings conference calls (Davis et al., 2015; Doran et al., 2012; Larcker & Zakolyukina, 2012; Price et al., 2012) . In general, these studies find that qualitative information is indeed processed by investors and helps to predict future accounting returns, stock returns, stock volatility, and stock trading volume. 1 Surprisingly, the Annual General Meeting (AGM) received only little attention so far and the CEO's speech held at the AGM hardly any. Only few studies investigate the market reaction to the AGM at all and those that do report inconclusive and partly diverging results. Firth (1981) , for example, does not find a market reaction in terms of abnormal returns and trading volume. Brickley (1986) and Rippington and Taffler (1995) report only small price reactions around the AGM for US and UK firms, respectively. Olibe (2002) presents evidence of a minimal trading-volume response to UK companies' AGM. Martinez-Blasco et al. (2015) find no significant market reactions in Japan and Spain and only trading volume increases for US, UK, and French stocks. For German stocks, in contrast, they observe significant market responses to the AGM in terms of increased returns, return volatility and trading volume.
The generally weak market reaction to the AGM may be explained by the fact that the AGM is typically preceded by several information disclosures such as preliminary earnings announcements and the full release of the annual report. As a consequence, the AGM can hardly deliver any new quantitative information. However, to the best of our knowledge, no attempts have been made so far to investigate the qualitative content of the AGM and of the CEO's speech in particular. This is despite the fact that the AGM offers managers the rare opportunity to personally address the company's stockholders in order to share their views on the firm's prospects (Martinez-Blasco et al., 2015) .
The lack of studies on the qualitative content of CEO speeches is particularly surprising, since CEO communication in general has been shown to exhibit valuable qualitative information. For example, Arslan-Ayaydin et al. (2015) find that incentivized managers use positive words more aggressively in an attempt to influence share prices. Similarly, Boudt and Thewissen (2016) report that CEOs strategically present negative and positive words in CEO letters in order to prompt a more positive perception by the reader. Price et al. (2012) and Doran et al. (2012) show that the tone of earnings conference calls -which are typically conducted by the firm's top management team -is a significant predictor of subsequent returns and trading volume. We therefore hypothesize that CEO speeches held at AGMs contain valuable qualitative information that should influence the market reaction to the AGM. As Demers and Vega (2008) find that financial markets tend to incorporate qualitative information with delay, we furthermore presume investors to initially underreact to the speeches' sentiment so that the full market reaction will present itself only in a protracted time period after the AGM.
We test our hypothesis on the CEO speeches of publicly listed companies in Germany. We choose German firms as they regularly release the speeches' transcripts on their websites immediately after the AGM. US companies, in contrast, only rarely provide respective transcripts: While 72.50% of the German DAX and MDAX 2 companies offer transcripts, only 5.8% of all S&P 500 firms do so, rendering a meaningful empirical analysis on US data all but impossible. 3 We consider 338 CEO speeches of DAX and MDAX-listed corporations in Germany from 2008 to 2016. In a first step, we analyze whether AGMs systematically reveal new information per se and measure the financial market reaction subsequent to the AGM. Our univariate results show that AGMs do not seem to be followed by abnormal returns and we find a higher trading volume only in a short time window around the AGM.
In a second step, we examine whether the CEO speeches' sentiment at the AGM contains value-relevant information that is picked up by financial market participants. Sentiment is typically measured via a dictionary-based approach by assigning the words in a text or speech to different sentiment categories in accordance with a predefined dictionary (Manning & Schütze, 1999) . Using a novel dictionary by Bannier et al. (2017) , we gauge the sentiment of the CEO speeches 2 The DAX and MDAX indices comprise the 80 largest German stock-listed companies in terms of order book volume and market capitalization. For more information on the indices, see http://www.dax-indices.com/EN/. 3 Altogether, we were able to download only 54 speeches of US companies listed in the S&P 500. and assess the financial market reaction to the AGM with respect to this sentiment. Our results show the sentiment to be significantly related to cumulative abnormal returns and trading volume. More precisely, we find the cumulative abnormal returns to decrease along with a speech's negativity and to increase with a speech's relative positivity, i.e., its positivity relative to negativity. Investigating the time structure of the sentiment's effect, we find that only a small part of the full market reaction occurs in the immediate vicinity around the AGM. Most of the market reaction, however, is observed in the time period between 2 and 30 days post AGM. This observation may be interpreted as an initial underreaction to the speeches' sentiment and could be an indication that qualitative information indeed needs more time to become fully incorporated in stock prices. Interestingly, the speeches' relative positivity is also significantly associated with a lower cumulative abnormal trading volume, but only in a short time window around the AGM. In summary, we find that a more positive relative to negative sentiment of a CEO speech goes along with higher cumulative abnormal returns and lower short-term cumulative abnormal trading volumes of the company's stock, whereas a lower positive relative to negative sentiment triggers lower returns and higher trading volumes.
Our paper's contribution to the existing literature is twofold. To begin with, we are the first to measure the sentiment of corporate texts in the German language using the business-specific dictionary introduced by Bannier et al. (2017) . While the studies by Ammann and Schaub (2016) or Mengelkamp et al. (2015) also investigate the sentiment in German corporate texts, they either utilize only general German language dictionaries or ad-hoc dictionaries restricted to the respective sample of text documents at hand. The dictionary of Bannier et al. (2017) , in contrast, is designed to capture the business-specific sentiment of any sample of German documents in a comprehensive way and follows the setup of the Loughran and McDonald (2011) dictionary for English documents.
As we are the first to employ this context-specific dictionary, we compare our results to those derived from using two general German language dictionaries. These are the "SentimentWortschatz" by Remus et al. (2010) and the German adaptation of the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count by Wolf et al. (2008) . In line with content analyses on English documents (Henry & Leone, 2016; Loughran & McDonald, 2011 , 2015 Price et al., 2012) , we find the context-specific dictionary to be better suited for assessing the textual sentiment of business-related documents than general language dictionaries. Given the economic importance of firms in Germany and other German-speaking countries and the robust performance of the dictionary introduced by Bannier et al. (2017) , the dictionary can hence be seen as a helpful tool to assess the qualitative information contained in these firms' communication. We also check the robustness of our results to different word weighting schemes, i.e., equal weighting vs. inverse document frequency weighting as proposed by Loughran and McDonald (2011) . We find no improvement from using inverse document frequency weighting, similar to Henry and Leone (2016) . Finally, we determine which measure of textual sentiment is most appropriate to gauge the qualitative information within German text documents. Consistent with Price et al. (2012) and Henry and Leone (2016) for English content analyses, we find the measure of relative positivity, which combines both positive and negative sentiment, to perform better than the positivity or negativity measure in isolation.
The second and main contribution of our study, however, is to show that there is valuable qualitative information hidden in the annual get-together of managers and shareholders. Our results suggest that financial market participants do indeed pick up the qualitative information contained in the CEO's speech for their investment decisions. However, both negativity and relative positivity -as the two most meaningful sentiment categories -are incorporated in the stock price only with a certain delay: While in the short time period around the AGM the association between the speeches' relative positivity and cumulative abnormal returns is only weak, the major part of the market reaction occurs in the time period between 2 and 30 days after the AGM. At the same time, however, we find a significant association between the relative positivity and the cumulative abnormal trading volume solely in the short time window immediately surrounding the AGM. The comparably long-lasting impact of the CEO speeches' sentiment on stock returns hence seems to be accompanied by an attention-capturing effect on the trading volume that is, however, quickly evaporating.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section reviews the literature on the information provided in AGMs as well as on content analyses. Further, it introduces the dictionary developed by Bannier et al. (2017) . Section 3 describes our data and the methodology employed. Section 4 presents the respective results. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
Literature

INFORMATIONAL CONTENT OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Companies typically release their annual results in three stages. First, a preliminary announcement is made including information about the company's profits, earnings per share, dividend per share, and sales turnover. A few weeks later, the company releases its annual report and finally, some weeks after that, the company's AGM takes place. Accordingly, Firth (1981) finds that the preliminary announcement and the release of the annual report induce significant abnormal returns and trading volume, while he finds no such market reaction following the AGM. Hence, he concludes that the AGM does not seem to provide new information to financial markets. This is supported by García-Blandón et al. (2012) who evaluate the AGM's information value in Spain and find no market reaction at all. Brickley (1986) , Rippington and Taffler (1995) and Olibe (2002) observe only small price and trade volume reactions around the AGM. The most comprehensive study on the AGM's information value has been conducted by Martinez-Blasco et al. (2015) on a sample of common-and civil-law countries. The authors examine changes in abnormal returns, return volatility, and trading volume. Their analysis reveals no market reaction in Japan and Spain, and only small increases in trading volume in the US, the UK, and in France. In Germany, in contrast, the authors observe significant increases in abnormal returns, return volatility, and trading volume following the AGM, indicating that the AGMs of German companies exhibit substantial new information.
Despite the mixed results, none of the earlier studies -to the best of our knowledge -attempts to investigate the source or type of any potential information disclosure at the AGM. This is surprising since the AGM is a rare opportunity for a firm's management to get into direct contact with its shareholders (Martinez-Blasco et al., 2015) and since there is plenty of evidence on qualitative information inherent in the language of CEOs. Arslan-Ayaydin et al. (2015) find that managers adjust their language to specific situations at hand and inflate the use of positive language the higher their fraction of equity-based compensation. Doran et al. (2012) and Price et al. (2012) report that conference calls' positive sentiment is a significant predictor of subsequent returns and trading volume. Mayew and Venkatachalam (2012) and Hobson et al. (2012) analyze conference call audio files using vocal emotion analysis software. They come to the conclusion that positive and negative emotions expressed in the voice of managers can be informative about the firm's financial future and potential financial misreporting. It is hence reasonable to believe that qualitative information may be contained in the AGM even though substantial quantitative information has already been distributed to investors prior to the meeting. We therefore assess whether this qualitative information is inherent in the verbal communication of the CEO at the AGM.
DICTIONARY-BASED APPROACH
The dictionary-based approach has become a commonly used tool to measure the textual sentiment of various kinds of documents such as financial disclosures, analyst reports, earnings press releases, IPO prospectuses, internet board postings, or newspaper articles (Kearney & Liu, 2014) . The individual dictionaries typically include various wordlists with respect to sentimental categories such as negativity or positivity. Text documents with a comparably high share of, for example, negative words are then considered to be more pessimistic compared to text documents with a comparably high share of positive words (Loughran & McDonald, 2015) .
Early content analyses of financial texts Davis & Tama-Sweet, 2012; Feldman et al., 2008; Ferris et al., 2013; Henry & Leone, 2016; Kothari et al., 2009; Larcker & Zakolyukina, 2012; Tetlock, 2007; Tetlock et al., 2008) utilized general English dictionaries such as the Harvard University's General Inquirer IV-4 4 dictionary, the dictionaries included in the Diction 5 software, or the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count 6 software. Henry (2008) is the first to compose a dictionary explicitly designed to examine the tone of financial documents. Despite the comparably small number of words in her positive and negative word lists, various studies comment on the superiority of the dictionary presented by Henry (2008) over the Diction and General Inquirer dictionaries Henry & Leone, 2016; Price et al., 2012) . Based on this finding, Loughran and McDonald (2011) create a more comprehensive dictionary (hereafter LM dictionary) by evaluating all words that appear in at least 5% of the entire 10-K disclosure universe. The LM dictionary contains 2,329 negative and 354 positive words. To assess the quality of their dictionary, the authors show that 73.8% of the General Inquirer dictionary's negative words do not have a negative meaning in financial documents and, in later work, demonstrate that none of the most frequently occurring negative words in the 10-K disclosures are included in the Henry (2008) dictionary (Loughran & McDonald, 2015) . Due to its comprehensiveness and its appropriateness for financial documents, the LM dictionary has become the most widely used dictionary in business research and has been used to assess the textual sentiment of 10-K filings (Loughran & McDonald, 2011) , earnings conference calls (Davis et al., 2015) , news articles (García, 2013) , or IPO prospectuses (Ferris et al., 2013; Jegadeesh & Wu, 2013 Kearney and Liu (2014) and Loughran and McDonald (2016) .
GERMAN LANGUAGE DICTIONARIES
When it comes to the analysis of German text documents, two comprehensive general German language dictionaries but no business-specific dictionary exist: Remus et al. (2010) created the "SentimentWortschatz" (hereafter SENTIWS) dictionary, which is based on and extends the General Inquirer lexicon by Stone et al. (1966) . SENTIWS has been used in studies of political communication (Haselmayer & Jenny, 2016) , or art and literature (Zehe et al., 2016) . The second general language dictionary was created by Wolf et al. (2008) , who adapted the English version of the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count to the German language. Their dictionary (hereafter LIWC) puts special emphasis on analyzing essays in the context of expressive writing experiments, but has also been used in other research domains such as, for example, political analyses (Caton et al., 2015; Jacobi et al., 2016) . However, with respect to business-related documents, there is no context-specific dictionary.
As many text documents containing relevant information on German companies are published exclusively in German, the absence of a context-specific dictionary in German is associated with very little research on German qualitative information. Rare exceptions are Ammann and Schaub (2016) and Mengelkamp et al. (2015) , who investigate German corporate texts for their textual sentiment and utilize ad-hoc dictionaries that are constructed from -and thus restricted to -a given set of sample text documents. Similar to the studies conducted on English text documents, the authors also find that their ad-hoc dictionaries achieve more reliable results than the general German language dictionaries SENTIWS and LIWC.
In order to analyze German business-related texts comprehensively, Bannier et al. (2017) adapt the English business-specific dictionary by Loughran and McDonald (2011) to the German language. They follow the methodology of Wolf et al. (2008) and control for several linguistic issues such as inflections, compound words, or lexical morphology that are specific to the German language (Hawkins, 2015; König & Gast, 2012) . 8 For a detailed explanation of the set up of word lists to measure sentiment in German corporate texts, see Bannier et al. (2017) . The authors also test the equivalence of their adaptation (hereafter BPW dictionary) using a broad sample of quarterly and annual reports of German companies that are available in German and English language. 9 The results show that all sentiment categories display high correlation and equivalence to their English counterparts, indicating the reliability of their adaptation. 10 Table I presents a brief comparison of the LM dictionary, the BPW dictionary and the two general German dictionaries, SENTIWS and LIWC, that allows to put the specificities of the German language into perspective and helps to see the differences between general and context-specific wordlists. Table I about here >>> Table I shows that the German dictionaries' word lists contain far more individual words than the English LM dictionary. This is mainly due to the linguistic issues referred to above. However, even within the German language, there are strong differences between the dictionaries. Comparing the BPW to the SEN-TIWS dictionary reveals that SENTIWS includes about 50% more negative and about 700% more positive words than the BPW. Overall, SENTIWS contains as many negative as positive words. This stands in contrast to the other dictionaries, most obviously the LM dictionary, which contains a much smaller number of positive than negative words. Note that a direct comparison of the number of individual words between the BPW and the LIWC dictionaries is not feasible as LIWC includes word stems rather than inflections. However, both general German dictionaries are likely to include words that may misclassify sentiment in a business context. For example, "LEISTUNG(EN)" (service(s)), or "GEWINN" (profit), which are both classified as positive words by SENTIWS and LIWC, are regularly used in business documents without a necessarily positive connotation. Other examples such as "EIGENKAPITAL" (equity), "ANTEIL(E)" (share(s)), "INVESTITIONEN" (investments), "AKTIVITÄTEN (activities), and "WACHSTUM" (growth) are also counted as generally positive, while this may not be the case in business-related documents. As a consequence, both general language dictionaries and particularly the SENTIWS word lists might overestimate the positive sentiment of business-related text documents. While the higher fit of context-specific dictionaries has already been confirmed by English language studies (Henry & Leone, 2016; Loughran & McDonald, 2011 , 2015 Price et al., 9 We estimate simple pairwise correlations, Spearman rank correlations, intra-class correlations Shrout and Fleiss (1979) , and test the dictionaries' equivalence via two-sided equivalence testing following Blair and Cole (2002) . 10 For more information on the adaptation process and equivalence tests of the BPW dictionary, see Bannier et al. (2017) . 2012), this issue is still unresolved in the German language. In the following analysis, we will therefore put some emphasis on evaluating the efficacy of the BPW dictionary relative to the two general language dictionaries, SENTIWS and LIWC, when employing the different dictionaries on the CEO speeches.
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Data & Methodology
DATA AND VARIABLE MEASUREMENT
We attempt to capture the sentiment in CEO speeches held at German companies' AGMs and to assess whether this sentiment is associated with significant market reactions subsequent to the AGM. For that purpose, we gather the CEO speeches held at German DAX and MDAX companies' annual shareholder meetings from 2008 to 2016 by manually collecting transcripts from the companies' internet webpages. Our initial sample consists of 356 CEO speeches by 58 companies. We evaluate further documents, such as company charters, shareholder meeting invitations, and audio or video material from the companies' webpages, in order to confirm that the CEO speeches are indeed initially held in German. Based on this additional analysis, we exclude 18 speeches resulting in a final sample of 338 speeches.
Before we can segment the reports into vectors of word counts, we have to convert the documents, which are typically available in PDF file format, to TXT format. In this process, we also replace typographic ligatures and employ UTF-8 character encoding on all files in order to allow for German-specific characters such as 'Ä','Ü','Ö', or 'ß'. All characters are transformed into lower case and tokenized afterwards, whereby we define a token as any subsequent order of at least three alphabetic characters. In order to exclude potential spelling errors, we exclude tokens that do not occur in at least one percent of the speeches. After that, we apply a stop-word list on the reports to filter out words that might have important semantic functions, but rarely contribute information (Manning & Schütze, 1999) . We use the stop-word list provided by Bannier et al. (2017) which includes common names, dates, numbers, geographic locations, currencies, the names of German DAX and MDAX companies, popular German pre-and surnames, and the names of the largest German and European cities. Hereafter, the documents are transformed to word count vectors using the Rapidminer software. 11 In a final step, the CEO speeches' numbers of negative and positive words are counted with respect to the word lists of the BPW, SENTIWS and LIWC dictionaries.
Several measures to gauge textual sentiment have been utilized in the literature. Jegadeesh and Wu (2013) and García (2013) employ direct measures of positivity and find statistically significant market reactions. McDonald (2011, 2016) , however, point out that positive words are frequently used to frame negative words, whereas negative words are unambiguous in their usage. Consequently, Tetlock (2007) and Loughran and McDonald (2011) find little incremental information using only a positive wordlist and suggest using a documents' share of negative words to assess its textual sentiment. We therefore estimate the CEO speeches' share of negative words as follows: 12
Here, COUNTj is the total number of words of CEO speech j and NEGATIVEj represents the number of negative words in CEO speech j with respect to the negative wordlist of the BPW dictionary. NEG_SENTIWSj and NEG_LIWCj are calculated analogously. Recent studies point out, however, that recipients of financial documents might not consider positive and negative textual sentiment separately but rather in relation to each other. We therefore follow Henry (2008) , Price et al. (2012) , and Henry and Leone (2016) and estimate the CEO speeches' relative positivity (TONE) in the following way:
Here, POSITIVEj is the number of positive words in CEO speech j with respect to the positive wordlist of the BPW dictionary. TONE_SENTIWSj and TONE_LIWCj are calculated analogously. The relative positivity measure -also referred to as tonality -hence combines the information of the negative and positive sentiment as it measures the positivity of speech j relative to its negativity. The TONE measures are scaled between -1 and 1, so that a purely positive CEO speech displays a score of 1, a purely negative speech a score of -1, and a neutral speech scores a 0.
In order to measure the stock price reaction subsequent to a CEO speech, we calculate Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CARs). For this, daily abnormal returns are calculated using the return of the CDAX 13 index as the expected return, which reflects the performance of the entire German equity market:
Here, ARj,t is the abnormal return on company j's stock at day t and Rj,t is the actual return of company j's stock at day t. RCDAX,t is the return of the CDAX on day t. As Demers and Vega (2008) find that qualitative information is more difficult for market participants to process than quantitative information, we may expect any market reaction to the sentiment in CEO speeches to not be overly quick. We therefore examine the market reaction by cumulating the abnormal returns for each stock over a relatively long time period from day -1 to day 30, where 0 represents the day of the AGM at which speech j is held. To analyze the time structure of a potential market reaction in more detail, we then segregate this total time window into the three-day period around the AGM (-1,1) and the remaining period after the AGM (2,30). This approach should allow us to see whether the market reaction to the sentiment in CEO speeches operates in an immediate or a delayed fashion. We hence employ three CAR measures, estimated in the following way:
In addition to analyzing the CEO speeches' sentiment effect on stock prices, we also measure the effect on actual trading. For this purpose, we estimate the Cumulative Abnormal Trading Volume (CAV) following Barber and Odean 13 The CDAX comprises the price development of all 852 German stocks across the Deutsche Börse's prime and general standard. For more information on the CDAX, see http://www.daxindices.com/EN/.
(2008) and Price et al. (2012) , where the Abnormal Trading Volume (AV) is in a first step calculated as follows:
Here, VOLUMEj,t is the trading volume for company j at day t, and VOLUME ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ j,t is the mean trading volume for company j from t-252 to t-1. Consequently, a value of zero for the abnormal trading volume AVj,t indicates that a company's stock j was not traded abnormally at day t compared to the previous 252 days, i.e., over the last year. A positive value indicates that the stock was traded more than usual and a negative value indicates that the stock was traded less than usual. Analogously to abnormal returns, AVj,t is accumulated over day -1 to 30, CAV(-1,30), day -1 to 1, CAV(-1,1), and day 2 to 30, CAV(2,30).
EMPIRICAL APPROACH
In a first univariate analysis, we sort the CEO speeches into quartiles with respect to the measures of textual sentiment and compare the mean and median CAR(-1,30), CAR(-1,1), and CAR(2,30) differences between the highest and lowest quartiles of textual sentiment. We then test the mean and median differences for statistical significance using t-tests and Wilcoxon rank sum tests, respectively. To check whether the univariate results of our sentiment measures hold in a multivariate setting, we then conduct cross-sectional OLS regressions with a comprehensive set of control variables of the following form:
Here, CARj is the measure of cumulative abnormal returns for CEO speech j, SENTIMENTi,j is a vector of the different sentiment measures i for speech j which are calculated as described above. CONTROLSk,j represents a vector of control variables for speech j which include the speech's length (COUNT), the speech's share of individual words (IND), the earnings surprise (EPS_SURP), the dividend surprise (DIV_SURP_POS and DIV_SURP_NEG), the market capitalization (SIZE), market to book ratio (M2B), leverage (LEVERAGE), return on assets (ROA), return volatility (VOLATILITY), and trading volume (VOL-UME). 14 COUNT represents the CEO speeches' length in terms of the total number of words. IND is the number of individual words in a CEO speech divided by the speech's total number of words. The earnings surprise (EPS_SURP) of CEO speech j is estimated in accordance with Price et al. (2012) as the difference between the last reported earnings per share for the company at time t minus the latest reported earnings per share in the year prior to date t, divided by the stock price one year before t:
Here EPSj is the most recent earnings-per-share release for the company at the time of speech j, EPSj,t-1 is the most recent earnings-per-share release for the company one year before the day of speech j and STOCKPRICEj,t-1 is the stock price of the company one year before the date of speech j. While the earnings surprise has been shown to affect returns and volatility following earnings announcements and earnings conference calls, we hypothesize that EPS_SURP should only have a limited effect on the CARs following the CEO speeches since the surprise is already known from the quarterly report und, thus, should already be incorporated in the stock price at the time the speech is held. We include the indicator variables DIV_SURP_POS and DIV_SURP_NEG to control for dividend surprises. Here, DIV_SURP_POS is equal to one if a company's dividend per share is increased compared to the previous year, zero otherwise, and DIV_SURP_NEG is equal to one if a company's dividend per share is decreased compared to the previous year, zero otherwise. In contrast to the earnings surprise, the dividend surprise might strongly influence the post AGM returns and trading volume, as the dividend is actually agreed on at the AGM. SIZE measures the company's equity market value at the day of the speech as the share price multiplied by the number of ordinary shares outstanding. It is displayed in Euro millions. We include the market to book ratio (M2B) to control for the company's growth opportunities. M2B is defined as the market value of the ordinary equity divided by the balance sheet value of the ordinary equity in the company. We include ROA, LEVERAGE and VOLATILITY to control for a potentially higher information demand by investors which might result from low profitability, financial distress or other forms of uncertainty, respectively. ROA is estimated as net income divided by total assets times one hundred. LEVERAGE is calculated as total liabilities divided by total assets and VOLATILITY is estimated as the daily returns' standard deviation in the time window of minus 90 days to minus 10 days prior to the AGM. Finally, VOLUME describes the number of shares traded of a stock on the day of the shareholder meeting and is expressed in thousands. While our sentiment measures, COUNT, and IND are collected directly from the CEO speeches, the data to estimate the remaining control variables are gathered from Thompson Reuters Datastream. We repeat all previously described analyses, substituting CAV for CAR. In the multivariate analyses we then utilize the same set of control variables except for VOLUME.
WEIGHTING SCHEME
The majority of studies employing the dictionary-based approach use equal weighting of individual words. This method values each individual word in a document equally and implies that a more frequent occurrence of a word indicates a higher importance. 15 However, as the impact of words might be diluted the more often they are used, Manning and Schütze (1999) propose a term-inverse document frequency measure (tf-idf) which weights each word inversely proportionally to its frequency in a document. Loughran and McDonald (2011) advocate the use of tf-idf weighting by arguing that a word's impact is likely to diminish with its frequency. Measuring the textual sentiment of annual 10-K reports with equal weights and with tf-idf weights and analyzing its impact on subsequent stock returns, they find that tf-idf weighting mitigates the impact of misclassified words in the measurement of textual sentiment. However, Henry and Leone (2016) point out that while tf-idf weighting might mitigate the impact of misclassification for frequent words, it concomitantly exacerbates the impact of misclassified words that are used only infrequently. They further argue that tf-idf weightings are sample-dependent and thus impede replication. In order to evaluate the efficacy of equal weighting versus tf-idf weighting, Henry and Leone (2016) gauge the textual sentiment in earnings announcements using both weighting schemes and analyze the subsequent capital market reaction. They find that using tf-idf weighting provides no improvement compared to equal weighting. As these issues have never been discussed for German language content analyses, we will not only measure the sentiment of CEO speeches using the context-specific BPW dictionary and compare the results to the general SENTIWS and LIWC dictionaries, but we will also evaluate the efficacy of equal weighting versus tf-idf weightings in measuring sentiment. Table II shows that, at the mean, all CARs under investigation are economically small and not statistically different from zero. This finding indicates that, on average, we do not observe a significant market reaction around the AGM. This is in contrast to Martinez-Blasco et al. (2015) , who investigate companies from the German DAX30 index and report statistically significant positive cumulative abnormal returns around the AGM. With respect to cumulative abnormal trading volumes, we find statistically significant trading volumes for CAV(-1,1), indicating that German stocks are more frequently traded around the AGM. In contrast to our finding on CARs, our results on CAVs are in line with Martinez-Blasco et al. (2015) , who also report an increase in trading volume around the day of the AGM.
Results
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Panel B of Table II presents summary statistics with regard to the CEO speeches and their sentiment and reveals that CEO speeches, on average, contain 1.15% negative words using the BPW dictionary and display a relative positivity, TONE_BPW, of 0.439. While the share of negative words is slightly larger using the SENTIWS dictionary (1.31%), it is much smaller employing the LIWC dictionary (0.36%). Both general dictionaries, however, also show a positive tonality. Altogether, this can be interpreted as a higher positivity than negativity of the average CEO speech. As CEOs should be expected to use public communication to present their company in a positive light, the higher positive word share does not come as a surprise. Boudt and Thewissen (2016) , for instance, investigate CEO letters using the LM dictionary and find quite comparable values for negativity and relative positivity. On average, they report 1.03% of the letters' words to be negative and the relative positivity equals 0.485. Furthermore, Kim and Meschke (2014) investigate CEO interviews on CNBC using the Harvard University's General Inquirer IV-4 dictionary and find the share of negative words to be 1.38% and the relative positivity to equal 0.582. The results from the BPW word lists are hence well in line with the earlier studies. Table II presents the control variables that we use in our multivariate regressions. Surprisingly, in only 23.3% of our observations the dividend per share is unchanged compared to the previous year, while it is decreased in 17.8% of the cases and increased in 58.9%. This is quite high compared to the results by, for example, Andres et al. (2009) , who investigate German companies from 1987 to 2005 and find the dividends for German companies to be stable in 46.4%, to increase in 33.7% and to decrease in 19.9% of all cases. However, as our sample period comprises the aftermath of the financial crises, the higher fraction of dividend increases is likely to reflect stepwise re-increases of the dividend after sharp dividend cuts due to the financial crises. Table III about here >>> Table III shows the Pearson and Spearman correlations among CARs, CAVs and the measures of textual sentiment for the BPW, SENTIWS and LIWC dictionaries. For all three dictionaries, the measures of negativity appear to be negatively correlated and the measures of positivity to be positively correlated to CARs of all three time windows. However, none of the measures' correlations to CAR(-1,1) are statistically significant, while they are statistically significant at the 1%-level to CAR(2,30) and CAR (-1,30) . With respect to trading volumes, the picture is less clear: The BPW and SENTIWS measures of the speeches' negativity seem to be positively correlated to CAV(-1,1) and negatively to CAV(2,30) and CAV (-1,30) . The BPW and SENTIWS measures of the speeches' relative positivity seem to be negatively correlated to CAV(-1,1) and positively to CAV(2,30) and CAV (-1,30) . The LIWC measures, in contrast, show no significant correlation to trading volumes.
Panel C of
<<< Insert
THE CEO SPEECHES' SENTIMENT EFFECT ON STOCK PRICES
THE CONTEXT-SPECIFIC BPW DICTIONARY
Before we proceed with the examination of the association between CEO speeches' sentiment and the stock price reaction in a multivariate analysis, we will consider the univariate dimension. In this respect, Figures I and II show the accumulation of abnormal returns from 5 days before to 30 days after the AGM for different levels of negativity and tonality. Figure I displays the accumulated abnormal returns of high and low negativity CEO speeches, where the sample is split at the median of NEG_BPW. As can be seen from the figure, at the day of the AGM, firms with less negative CEO speeches show a 0.55% higher accumulated abnormal return than firms with more negative speeches. Over the next days after the AGM, firms with less negative CEO speeches show positive and increasing CARs. Firms with more negative CEO speeches, in contrast, display CARs that are close to zero. While the spread in CARs between the two groups increases only slowly in the first days after the AGM, it accelerates drastically from day 15 on. This may be seen as a first indication that investors indeed process qualitative information only slowly, supporting the earlier findings by Demers and Vega (2008) . Figure II depicts the development of accumulated abnormal returns, differentiating between firms with high and low tonality speeches. The sample is split along the median TONE_BPW. Similarly to the results from Figure I, firms with high tonality speeches display positive and increasing CARs following the AGM, while firms with low tonality speeches show CARs that are close to zero in the first days after the AGM. From day 15 on, the difference between the CARs of the two groups increases strongly as firms with low tonality speeches then show strongly negative and decreasing CARs. Again, this might be interpreted as an initial underreaction of investors to the sentiment of the CEO speeches at the AGM. Table IV about here >>>   Table IV gives further information on the univariate relation between sentiment and stock market reaction. The table sorts the CEO speeches into sentiment quartiles with respect to NEG_BPW and TONE_BPW and compares mean and median CARs of the highest and lowest sentiment quartiles for all time windows. Panel A of Table IV presents the results for the total time period. The CAR (-1,30) differences between the highest and lowest sentiment quartile are significantly different from zero with respect to both NEG_BPW and TONE_BPW. The CAR(-1,30) mean (median) difference between the highest and lowest NEG_BPW quartiles equals -5.7 (-6.1) percentage points, and 5.1 (5.2) percentage points between the highest and lowest TONE_BPW quartiles. Panel B of Table IV contains the univariate results for CAR(-1,1). In this short time window around the AGM, no statistically or economically significant differences can be found between the extreme quartiles, irrespective of the sentiment measure applied. Panel C of Table IV presents the results for CAR (2, 30) . In this longer time window, we observe economically and statistically significant differences Q4-Q1 both with respect to the speeches' negativity and relative positivity. More precisely, the CAR(2,30) mean (median) difference between the highest and lowest NEG_BPW quartiles equals -5.2 (-5.6) percentage points. With respect to TONE_BPW, the CAR(2,30) difference between the highest and lowest quartile is positive and equals 4.7 (5.2) percentage points.
<<< Insert Figures I and II about here >>>
<<< Insert
These first univariate results suggest that negative textual sentiment is negatively related to cumulative abnormal returns while relative positive textual sentiment shows a positive relation. Furthermore, our findings indicate that investors initially underreact to the CEO speeches' textual sentiment, as only little of the total effect is explained by an immediate reaction around the AMG. Table V about here >>>   Table V finally presents multivariate regressions of CAR(-1,30), CAR(-1,1), and CAR(2,30) on NEG_BPW and TONE_BPW and a comprehensive set of control variables. Looking at the (-1,30) window, NEG_BPW and TONE_BPW have a strong statistically significant association with the CAR (-1,30 ). An increase in NEG_BPW by the interquartile change of 0.749 yields a 2.77 percentage points lower CAR(-1,30), while an increase in a CEO speech's TONE_BPW by the interquartile range of 0.353 induces a 3.14 percentage points higher CAR (-1,30) .With regard to an immediate market reaction, i.e. the short-term event window (-1,1), NEG_BPW does not significantly affect the cumulative abnormal returns, thus confirming the univariate results. The relative positivity measure, TONE_BPW, in contrast, displays a statistically significant association with CAR(-1,1). However, this effect is only weakly significant and also quite small in economic terms. Nonetheless, this finding presents some first evidence that a combined positive and negative sentiment measure may capture qualitative information more effectively than a solely negative measure. In the more distant time period (2,30), NEG_BPW has a statistically significant negative effect on the cumulative abnormal returns. An increase in negativity by the interquartile change of 0.749 yields a 2.32 percentage points lower CAR(2,30). TONE_BPW also significantly affects CAR(2,30). An increase in a CEO speech's tonality by the interquartile range of 0.353 induces a 2.5 percentage points higher CAR(2,30). 16 In line with the univariate results, the mostly non-significant or only small effects of the sentiment measures in the immediate vicinity around the AGM indicate an initial investor underreaction to qualitative information as compared to the stronger reaction in the longer time period following the AGM. In this respect, our results are indeed consistent with Engelberg (2008) , Demers and Vega (2008) , and Price et al. (2012) .
With respect to the control variables, neither the quantity of information as measured by the speeches' length (COUNT), nor the speeches' complexity as approximated by the share of individual words (IND) are significantly associated with cumulative abnormal returns. The same is true for EPS_SURP, supporting our conjecture that any EPS surprise is likely to be already processed by financial market participants after the earlier announcement in the annual report. In contrast, a change in dividends might have an effect on the CARs, as the dividend's payout is agreed upon at the AGM. Nevertheless, neither positive dividend surprises (DIV_SURP_POS), nor negative dividend surprises (DIV_SURP_NEG) seem to have a statistically significant effect on CARs.
To summarize, our analyses of cumulative abnormal returns highlight several interesting facts. Our measures of negative and relative positive sentiment show strong and statistically significant associations with CAR(-1,30) in univariate and multivariate analyses. When dissecting this time window into the period immediately surrounding the AGM (-1,1) and the subsequent period (2,30), we see that the market reaction occurs in a delayed fashion: Only a small fraction of the full effect is seen immediately and the larger part follows afterwards. It hence seems to be the case that the market indeed takes more time to process the qualitative information captured by the speeches' sentiment and to incorporate this in the stock price as compared to quantitative information. Table VI re-estimates Table V , substituting NEG_BPW and TONE_BPW with the speeches' share of positive words (POS_BPW). 17 It reveals no significant relationship of POS_BPW with CAR(-1,1) or CAR(2,30). Looking at both time windows combined, we find a positive relation with CAR(-1,30) which is, however, statistically significant only at the 5% level. Compared to the speeches' negativity and relative positivity (Table V) , the speeches' share of positive words hence seems to be less suited to capture the qualitative information of text-documents. Our results therefore support Tetlock (2007) and Loughran and McDonald (2011) , who observe little incremental information using only a positive wordlist for the English language and suggest using a documents' share of negative words instead to assess its textual sentiment. We show that their observation holds for analyses on German text documents as well. Given the stronger statistical significance of the combined TONE_BPW measure, we furthermore underline the earlier suggestion that recipients tend to assess a text's positivity and negativity not in isolation but rather in relation to each other. As a consequence, tonality, i.e., relative positivity, appears to be a superior measure for capturing the qualitative information in a text or speech in the German language as well. Table VI In our analyses we so far applied the business-specific BPW dictionary. In order to evaluate its suitability for examining sentiment in business texts vis-àvis more general word lists, we rerun our analyses using the general German language dictionaries instead. In this respect, Table VII re-estimates the earlier regression models using once the SENTIWS dictionary and once the LIWC dictionary to measure the sentiment of the CEO speeches. It should be noted that the following analyses employ standardized sentiment measures (with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1) in order to facilitate comparisons between the results for each dictionary. We also include the (now standardized) regression coefficients for the sentiment measured via the BPW dictionary in the first line of Table VII. <<< Insert Table VII about here >>> Panel A considers the negative sentiment. As can be seen, irrespective of the dictionary used, none of the measures of negative textual sentiment has a statistically significant effect on CAR(-1,1). With respect to CAR(2,30) and CAR (-1,30) , in contrast, all measures show a statistically significant negative relationship. However, NEG_BPW always delivers the highest and most strongly significant coefficient. Panel B of Table VII refers to the tonality measure, i.e. relative positivity. In the time window (-1,30), both TONE_BPW and TONE_SENTIWS are significantly related to CARs at the 1%-level while TONE_LIWC shows a significance only at the 10%-level. Still, the effect of TONE_BPW is of higher magnitude compared to TONE_SENTIWS and TONE_LIWC. In the time window (-1,1), TONE_BPW is significantly related to CARs, while the tonality measures based on the general language dictionaries are not. In time window (2,30), only TONE_BPW and TONE_SENTIWS show a significant association with CARs, with a stronger effect again for TONE_BPW. Table VIII presents J-test (Davidson & MacKinnon, 1981) and Cox-Pesaran-Deaton (Pesaran & Deaton, 1978) test statistics for non-nested regressions in order to compare the in Table VII presented models' efficacy. The results show that none of the models using measures from the BPW dictionary can be rejected in favor of the respective models using measures from the SENTIWS or LIWC dictionaries according to both test statistics. Vice versa, the CAR(2,30) and CAR(-1,30) models including NEG_BPW (models (4) and (7)) and TONE_BPW (models (13) and (16)) are more favorable compared to the corresponding models using the general language SENTIWS and LIWC dictionaries according to both test statistics. Thus, our results indicate the superiority of context-specific dictionaries in capturing the textual sentiment of German business-related documents, underlining the earlier results from English text analyses (Henry & Leone, 2016; Loughran & McDonald, 2011 , 2015 Price et al., 2012) .
. <<< Insert Table VIII Table IX shows that most of the coefficients estimated via tf-idf weighting are comparable in size and significance to those estimated via equal weighting. However, the coefficients of NEG_BPW in CAR(-1,30) and CAR(2,30) regressions equal -0.020 and -0.017 and are statistically significant at the 1%-level using equal weighting (models (1) and (9)), while they decrease to -0.012 and -0.011 and are only significant at the 10%-level (model (2)) and 5%level (model (10)) with tf-idf weighting. In both cases, tf-idf weighting hence seems to unfavorably affect the results.
Panel B of Table IX reports the results from J-tests and Cox-Pesaran-Deaton tests. They show that none of the equally weighted NEG_BPW or TONE_BPW models can be rejected in favor of the tf-idf weighted models. Vice versa, all but two tf-idf weighted models cannot be rejected in favor of the respective equally weighted models. Only model (1) seems to be preferable compared to model (2). Model (9) seems to be preferable compared to model (10). Consequently, the results presented in Table IX indicate that, for our sample, tf-idf weighting seems to provide no improvement over equal weighting with respect to measures of relative positive textual sentiment. It may provide even less effective results with respect to measures of negative textual sentiment. With respect to the latter point, our results on NEG_BPW are in contrast to Loughran and McDonald (2011) , who find tf-idf weighting to improve the effectiveness of their measure of negative textual sentiment. With respect to TONE_BPW, in contrast, our results are in line with Henry and Leone (2016) , who find no improvement for measures of relative positivity using tf-idf weighting. Loughran and McDonald (2011) argue that tf-idf weighting mitigates the impact of misclassified words (or noise) in the dictionaries, as words which appear more frequently are weighted less. To test this final aspect, we re-estimate Table VII using tf-idf weighting for all measures of textual sentiment, i.e., also those based on the SENTIWS and LIWC word lists, in Table X . Indeed, we find that some coefficients on general language sentiment SENTIWS and LIWC measures improve in magnitude and statistical significance. However, they still do not exceed the context-specific BPW measures. This finding is largely concordant with Henry and Leone (2016) , who report that tf-idf weighting modestly increases statistical significance for general language measures of negative sentiment, but does not improve the results for measures of relative positivity. Table X about here >>>
THE CEO SPEECHES' SENTIMENT EFFECT ON TRADING VOLUME
In addition to our analyses of stock prices, we also examine the relation between the CEO speeches' sentiment and the abnormal trading volume. For this examination, we employ the BPW dictionary and again start with a univariate analysis. Analogously to Table IV for CARs, Table XI shows the differences in CAV(-1,30), CAV(-1,1), and CAV(2,30) sorted for quartiles with respect to NEG_BPW and TONE_BPW. Table XI about here >>>   As Table XI shows, we find statistically significant differences in the accumulated trading volume between the fourth and first sentiment quartiles only in the short time window, CAV(-1,1), and only with respect to tonality measure. Significance is given both with parametric and non-parametric test statistics. Firms with highest tonality speeches hence show a smaller abnormal trading in the time period immediately surrounding the AGM than firms with lowest tonality speeches. This may be taken as an indication that a higher "relative negativity" seems to draw investors' attention and leads to higher abnormal trading. As we find no significant Q4-Q1 differences with respect to the longer time windows CAV(2,30) and CAV (-1,30) , the observed investor attention seems to be quickly evaporating. Table XII about here >>>   Table XII is estimated analogously to Table V , substituting CAV for CAR. Table XII confirms the univariate findings from Table XI and shows that a higher tonality goes along with lower CAV (-1,1) . Also in accordance with the univariate results, NEG_BPW does not seem to affect CAV(-1,1). With respect to the longer time horizons, we observe no statistically significant relationships between the measures of textual sentiment and CAV (-1,30) or CAV(2,30). In sum, our findings on CAVs appear to some extent inverse to the results on cumulative abnormal stock returns: While the speeches' sentiment seems to be incorporated into returns rather slowly, it appears to draw investors' attention via trading volumes only during the short-term announcement period. For both returns and trading volumes, however, it is the relative positivity of the speeches that shows the predominant effect. In the longer time periods, (-1,30) and (2,30), none of the sentiment measures displays a significant association with the CAVs. The latter finding is in contrast to Price et al. (2012) , who observe for US earnings conference calls that the sentiment's effect on abnormal trading volume is statistically significant only in longer time windows. Our findings are in accordance with Martinez-Blasco et al. (2015) , however, who report that the trading volume of German stocks is economically and statistically significantly increased on the day of the AGM and the two days surrounding the AGM. According to our results, this observation may at least partly be explained by the sentiment of the CEO speeches at the AGM: Speeches with particularly low relative positivity, or high "relative negativity" respectively, should draw investors' attention in the short term and go hand in hand with heightened trading volumes. Table XIV about here >>>
<<< Insert
Conclusion
CEOs' language has been repeatedly shown to exhibit information that is relevant for financial market participants, for example, in analyses on earnings conference calls (Davis et al., 2015; Doran et al., 2012; Larcker & Zakolyukina, 2012; Price et al., 2012) , or CEO letters (Boudt & Thewissen, 2016) . Nevertheless, CEO speeches held at companies' annual general meetings have received no attention in studies of qualitative content analysis yet. We try to fill this gap by analyzing the investor reaction to the textual sentiment in German CEO speeches held at the companies' AGMs. We examine the speeches held by the CEOs of stock-listed German firms which regularly publish the speeches' transcripts on their internet webpages. In order to be able to analyze German texts, we utilize a novel businessspecific dictionary by Bannier et al. (2017) which converts the commonly used English dictionary by Loughran and McDonald (2011) to the German language. We gather the transcripts of 338 German CEO speeches, assess the speeches' textual sentiment and measure the sentiment's effect on both stock prices and trading volumes following the AGM.
We find that the CEO speeches' textual sentiment is significantly related to abnormal stock returns and trading volume. In particular, the negativity of CEO speeches is negatively associated with abnormal returns, whereas the relative positivity of speeches is positively associated abnormal returns. With regard to the time structure of the information incorporation, we see a delayed reaction that may be interpreted as an initial underreaction to the speeches' sentiment. With respect to cumulative abnormal trading volume, in contrast, sentiment seems to have only short term effects. CEO speeches with low relative positivity are followed by increased trading volume only in the three-day window surrounding the AGM. Further, similar to content analyses on English text documents, we find that context-specific measures of textual sentiment are better suited to capture the sentiment of business-related text documents compared to general language dictionaries. Moreover, and also in accordance with literature on English content analyses (Henry & Leone, 2016) , we find using combined measures of a document's positivity relative to its negativity to be advantageous compared to positive or negative measures of sentiment in isolation. Finally, our results also highlight that inverse term weighting does not yield improvements over equal weighting.
We are aware of some limitations of our analyses. First, our study is limited by the data availability of CEO speeches. As there is no compulsory register for CEO speeches, we are only able to gather CEO speeches whose transcripts are offered on the companies' homepages or sent to us on request. As most companies in our sample either offer transcripts of the speeches or do not, we can rule out the possibility that companies selectively publish only favorable speeches. However, the speeches are typically only offered a few years back, so that extending our sample poses difficulties and seems to be only possible using prospective CEO speeches. Further, the study at hand is limited to the examination of textual sentiment. Other channels of communication, for example the managers' voice, have been found to contain qualitative information as well (Hobson et al., 2012; . Future research might extend the analysis of textual sentiment by qualitative information communicated by the managers' voice, or other channels such as, for example, gestures. Table I. 
Tables
Dictionaries for content analysis
This table shows the number of words contained in the positive and negative wordlists of existing English and German language dictionaries for content analysis. Note that the LIWC contains word stems rather than comprehensive sets of inflections as LM, BPW, and SENTIWS.
English
German 
Figure I. CARs following the AGM by high vs. low NEG_BPW
This figure shows cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) across all CEO speeches as well as segregated by a median split on NEG_BPW. The speeches' negativity and abnormal returns are estimated as described in Appendix I. Abnormal returns are cumulated from 5 days before the annual general meeting (AGM) until 30 days after the AGM. CARs are shown in percent.
Figure II. CARs following the AGM by high vs. low TONE_BPW
This figure shows cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) across all CEO speeches as well as segregated by a median split on TONE_BPW. The speeches' negativity and abnormal returns are estimated as described in Appendix I. Abnormal returns are cumulated from 5 days before the annual general meeting (AGM) until 30 days after the AGM. CARs are shown in percent.
Table IV. Test of differences of cumulative abnormal returns
This table sorts the CARs following the annual general meeting into quartiles with respect to NEG_BPW and TONE_BPW and compares the differences in mean and median CARs between the highest and lowest quartiles of textual sentiment for all time windows under investigation. Statistical significance of the differences in CARs between the highest and the lowest quartile are assessed by t and z test statistics, respectively. ***,**, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. All variables are defined in Appendix I. (7) 2.70 *** -4.02 *** Model (7) vs (9) -0.14 0.14 Model (9) vs (7) 2.80 *** -6.39 *** Model (10) vs (11) -0.90 0.86 Model (11) vs (10) 2.88 *** -4.03 *** Model (10) (5) 1.59 -4.89 *** Model (7) vs (8) -0.11 0.11 Model (8) vs (7) 0.82 -0.95
Model (9) vs (10) -0.48 0.46 Model (10) vs (9) 2.63 *** -4.45 *** Model (11) vs (12) 0.77 -0.84 Model (12) vs (11) 0.57 -0.61 (5) 1.00 -2.14 ** Model (7) vs (8) -0.38 0.38 Model (8) vs (7) 1.31 -1.55 * Model (9) vs (10) 0.60 -1.05 Model (10) vs (9) -0.14 0.13 Model (11) vs (12) 0.11 0.05 Model (12) vs (11) 0.12 -0.43
Table XIV. CAV regressions and general language dictionaries
This table shows regression results of CAV(-1,30), CAV(-1,1), and CAV(2,30) on our measures of textual sentiment individually, as well as on a comprehensive set of control variables. Measures of textual sentiment are standardized to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses. ***,**, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. All variables are defined in Appendix I.
Panel A: Regression Results for negative textual sentiment CAV(-1,30) CAV(-1,1) CAV(2,30) (1)
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (-1,30) CAR(-1,30) is cumulative abnormal return from day -1 to day 30 where day 0 is the day of the AGM. Abnormal returns are estimated via a market return model as AR j,t = RI j,t − RI CDAX,t where ARj,t is the abnormal return for speech j at day t and RIj,t is the total return index for speech j at day t, which reflects the theoretical growth in value of a share over a specified period, assuming that dividends are re-invested to purchase additional units of an equity. RICDAX,t is the mean total return index of the German CDAX index which 852 German stocks across the Deutsche Börse's prime and general standard. CAR(2,30) CAR(-1,1) is cumulative abnormal return from day -1 to day 1 where day 0 is the day of the AGM. Abnormal returns are estimated as described for CAR (-1,30) . CAR(2,30) CAR(2,30) is cumulative abnormal return from day 2 to day 30 where day 0 is the day of the AGM. Abnormal returns are estimated as described for CAR (-1,30) . CAV (-1,30) CAV(-1,30) is cumulative abnormal trading volume from day -1 to day 30 where day 0 is the day of the AGM. The abnormal trading volume is estimated as AV j,t = VOLUME j,t VOLUME ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ j,t − 1 where VOLUMEj,t is the volume for firm j at day t, and VOLUME ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ j,t is the mean volume for firm j from day t=-252 to t=-1. CAV(-1,1) CAV(-1,1) is cumulative abnormal trading volume from day -1 to day 1 where day 0 is the day of the AGM. Abnormal trading volume are estimated as described for CAV (-1,30) . CAV(2,30) CAV(2,30) is cumulative abnormal trading volume from day 2 to day 30 where day 0 is the day of the AGM. Abnormal trading volume are estimated as described for CAV (-1,30 where POSITIVEj is the number of positive words, NEGATIVEj the number of negative words of speech j as classified by our BPW dictionary. TONE_SENTIWS and TONE_LIWC are estimated analogously using the SENTIWS and LIWC dictionary, respectively. EPS_SURP EPS_SURP is the earnings surprise and is calculated as EPS_SURP j = EPS j −EPS j,t−1YEAR STOCKPRICE j,t−1YEAR * 100 where EPSj is the most recent earnings per share release for the CEO's company at the time of speech j, EPSj,t-1YEAR is the most recent earnings per share release for the CEO's company one year before the day of speech j and STOCKPRICEj,t-1YEAR is the stock price of the CEO's company one year before the date of speech j. DIV_SURP_POS DIV_SURP_POS is a dummy variable that equals one if the dividend was increased compared to the previous year. Zero otherwise. DIV_SURP_NEG DIV_SURP_NEG is a dummy variable that equals one if the dividend was decreased compared to the previous year. Zero otherwise. SIZE SIZE measures the companies' market value at the day of the speech as the share price multiplied by the number of ordinary shares in issue. It is displayed in Euro millions. M2B
M2B reflect the market to book ratio and is defined as the market value of the ordinary equity divided by the balance sheet value of the ordinary equity in the company. LEVERAGE LEVERAGE describes the total liabilities by total assets ratio. ROA ROA describes the companies' return on assets and is estimated as net income divided by total assets times one hundred. VOLATILITY VOLATILITY is estimated as the daily returns' standard deviation for the time window of minus 90 days to minus 10 days prior the AGM. VOLUME VOLUME describes the number of shares traded for a stock on the day of shareholder meeting and is expressed in thousands.
